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E=mc² or E=mV² is the same as E=mQ²

E=Electrical Energy
c=Sphere Circumference AZ²
m=Electrical-Mass or Mp=Planck Mass (it's pressure forms gravity)
V=Volt (V is a unit of Sphere Circumference c=AZ²)
Φ=Phi Sphere Diameter or V/π
π=Pi 3.14159...

Q=c/π x π/π = AZ = Velocity
A=Earth’s Acceleration Gravity
Z=Earth’s Orbit Time
ω=Earth’s Angular Frequency π/π

Φω²=Q or Velocity=AZ

E=mass x circumference² / time² or in Zeeper terms E=m x A²Z^4 / Z²


See next page for more geometry!
E=mc² or E=m(AZ)² is the same as E=mQ²

E=Electrical Energy
Q=the quantum speed of thinking in the human brain (in quantum steps per second)=Volume of a cube
m=Electrical-Mass or Mp=Planck Mass (it’s pressure forms gravity)

Q=Temperature x Heat x Linear Time x Angular Time
Q=AZ x A³Z³ x Z x Z=A³Z^6=Volume of a cube
A=Earth’s Acceleration of Gravity
Z=Earth’s Orbit Time
AZ=Temperature (linear Velocity)

Once we have a particle mass and a Volume, we can calculate Density, Pressure and finally Electrical Energy=Volume x Pressure

(Farad above is for this particular energy sphere.)
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The fact that "Earth orbit Circumference" exists within the Gravitational equations above is certain proof that Density is the root of gravity because there are only two things that can alter orbit circumference. One is Velocity and the other is Density and velocity is simply the "result" of density when planetary orbits are driven by the sun's combustion.

Sun combustion = Energy = mv^2 = Light x Heat
Light x Heat = Pressure x Volume
Pressure = Density x Velocity^2
Velocity^2 = Heat^2 x Distance x Density

The energy of earth orbiting = mv^2 = Mass x Heat^2 x Distance x Density

Density is indeed the root of earth's orbit Radius.

Gravity is a "Pushing" force. A pushing force of electrical-mass "Pressure" that surrounds the earth. Gravity is a simple acceleration pertaining to a difference in Densities.

Gravity = Pressure that is right now "Pushing" you down onto the earth.

The equation for the electrical-mass pressure of Gravity is:

\[ \text{Gravity} = \text{Pressure} = \text{Acc.} \times \text{mass} \times \pi \times \text{Heat}^2 \]

And we can now see from this equation that if the value for this gravitational pressure "increases" (causing the Distance between the sun and the earth to become longer = a longer pendulum) then the Acceleration of Gravity upon the earth also then increases, exactly as it should according to the mathematical reality of the physical pendulum scenario.